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Catalyst cries foul over countervailing duty on paper
U.S. Department of Commerce
alleges Port Hawesbury Paper
receives unfair subsidy
BY JOHN THOMSO N

B

.C. producer, Catalyst Paper, has responded
swiftly to a U.S. Department of Commerce
decision to uphold double-digit duties on its
supercalendered paper exports to the American market.
“Catalyst will request an expedited review immediately
after Commerce files its final report, likely December
11,” says Len Posyniak, Senior Vice-President, Human
Resources and Corporate Services.
Supercalendered paper is a high-grade, high quality
uncoated paper favoured by magazines, directories and
advertising inserts. Catalyst produces 140,000 tonnes
of SC paper a year with almost all of it destined for the
United States. It is one of four Canadian plants, and
the only one in the western provinces, that produces
the specialty paper. Port Hawkesbury Paper resides in
Nova Scotia, Resolute Paper is based in Quebec and
Irving Paper lives in New Brunswick. The U.S. ruling,
which includes all four plants, means the BC company
will continue paying 18.85% duty on its SC exports. A
year ago, Catalyst was paying nothing.
The dispute started earlier this year when The
Coalition for Fair Paper Imports, a consortium of
American producers Madison Paper and Verso
Paper, filed a complaint with the U.S. Department
of Commerce alleging the Canadian plant in Port

Hawkesbury, Nova Scotia received an unfair subsidy of
Cdn$ 125 million from the Nova Scotia government in
order to restart its 2012 operations. The Coalition also
alleged the Port Hawkesbury plant received a favored
rate on its electricity and a reduced rate on its stumpage
fees. Although the initial complaint was spurred by
the Coalition’s dispute with its main competitor, Port
Hawkesbury Paper, Canada’s three other SC producers
- Resolute, Irving and Catalyst – were also drawn into
the fracas.
“Underselling by all Canadian producers has long
been a problem, because all Canadian producers
receive subsidies,” Gilbert Kaplan, legal counsel for the
Coalition, argued before a Department of Commerce
preliminary hearing in March 2015. “Fair competition
in the U.S. market is essential to the viability of the U.S.
industry,” he continued.
Commerce began its investigation on April 3,
focussing on Canada’s two largest producers of SC
paper, Port Hawkesbury Paper and Resolute. The
governments of Canada, Nova Scotia and Quebec were
also named as mandatory respondents. On April 9,
Commerce received a request from Catalyst asking to
be included as a voluntary respondent. Catalyst repeated
its request April 20. Ten days later, Commerce turned
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it down.
A preliminary ruling in August upheld the Coalition’s
allegations of subsidy and assessed a duty of 20.33 %
on Port Hawkesbury exports, 2.04% on Resolute and a
duty of 11.02% on Catalyst and Irving under the heading
“all others.” The “all others” figure was determined by
taking a weighted average of the duties applied to Port
Hawkesbury and Resolute, a process, while contentious,
is embedded in Section 705 of the Tariff Act. Catalyst
started paying duty in August as did the others.
In late October, the Department of Commerce
made its final determination which not only upheld its
preliminary ruling but increased Catalyst’s duty, and
Irving’s too, from 11.02% to 18.85%.
On November 18, in a separate and concurrent
investigation by the International Trade Commission
on material injury, the ITC determined Canadian
imports were indeed harmful to American producers.
This decision gave Commerce the green light to issue
a countervailing duty order and keep the assessment
on Catalyst at the previously determined October rate
of 18.85%
Continued on page 6
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Rising demand, low pricing a problem for industry
EACOM head sees postive trend
for 2016, will continue to invest in
people and assets

Discussing the general trends in the industry
during 2015, Edgson says “the most dominant
impact on the market remains the housing
market in the United States supported by both
the Canada and overseas, largely Asian, demand.
BY SHAUN LESL I E TURRI FF
The recovery continues, albeit slower than most
pundits anticipated.” Specifically, Edgson says,
“from EACOM’s perspective as a
anadian forestry in 2015
lumber producer, the demand for
saw a year of mixed
traditional solid wood products
hope and caution. News
such as dimension lumber and
headlines focused on the troubles
studs continued to improve in
with the Forest Stewardship Council
2015, influenced primarily by
certification (FSC), image problems
recovering North American home
concerning sustainability, and low
construction and supported by
market prices globally for forestry
overseas markets.”
products. Bright points included
Despite the rising demand,
increased exports in the face of a
however,
low pricing continued
low Canadian dollar, and increased
to be a problem for the industry.
market demand for lumber in the US
“Pricing was weaker than had
and abroad. Significant changes to Kevin Edgson
been expected,” says Edgson. “As
provincial building codes allowing
increasing supply, for example
for taller wood constructions helped
to bolster hope this year. 2015 also saw the end from the US south, has outpaced improving
of the Softwood Lumber Agreement with the US, demand.” These conditions can make it difficult
and the beginning of the Trans-Pacific Partnership for a company to remain competitive. Edgson
(TPP), changes that could have repercussions notes that EACOM has taken several step to ensure
for the industry in 2016, as well as a new federal its viability in the future. “To remain competitive
government, whose policies could help or hinder in the North American lumber market, EACOM
continues to invest in both its people and facilities,
one of Canada’s most important industries.
EACOM’s president and CEO, Kevin Edgson, including recently announced investment projects
offered his company’s take on the past year, 2015, worth $5.7 million at its Timmins and Val d’Or
and their outlook for the year to come. EACOM sawmills leading to improvements in recovery and
Timber Corporation is a major Eastern Canadian productivity.”
Looking forward generally, Edgson says that “in
wood products company whose operations include
the manufacturing, marketing and distribution of 2016, EACOM expects to see continue positive trend
lumber and wood-based value-added products, in home construction both in the US and Canada.
with seven sawmills, a remanufacturing facility EACOM will continue to invest in its people and
and a partnership operation in an engineered I joist assets to improve operational performance and
plant. EACOM employs over 800 employees and remain competitive in a unpredictable lumber
market.” Edgson also discussed the potential for
has deep roots in its mill communities.

C

new products in the years to come: “Positive
trends from a new product perspective include
the increasing use of solid wood in construction
arising from the approval of multi-story woodframe structures, and the substitution of wood for
concrete and steel in construction for reasons of
rapidity, cost control and reduced environmental
impact. Recently revised building codes in Ontario
and Quebec allowing the use of wood in mid-rise
construction will have a favorable impact on the
Canadian forest industry, particularly companies
operating in Eastern Canada.”
Asked about the various trade agreements and
the new government, Edgson remained optimistic,
although cautiously so: “EACOM looks forward to
working with the Trudeau Government to develop
socio-economically feasible forest policies,
advance market promotion for Canadian forest
products, and promote innovation and climate
change solutions.” Asked about the expiry of the
Softwood Lumber Agreement, Edgson says that
“notwithstanding long standing trade friction
and the most challenging of market conditions,
the Softwood Lumber Agreement has brought
unprecedented harmony between Canada and U.S.
softwood industries. Although the industry is not
always unanimous in its views on these matters,
EACOM encourages continued efforts to negotiate
this agreement and its use in resolving softwood
lumber trade challenges. EACOM appreciates the
efforts of the Canadian Federal Government in
continuing to represent our industry in promoting
and protecting our rights in negotiating the next
agreement.” Like many, Edgson was not yet
prepared to comment on the potential impact,
positive or otherwise, of the TPP.
Like many in the industry, EACOM and Edgson
saw a good year in 2015, and are looking forward
to seeing a better one in 2016.
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EDITORIAL
In nature, the season of rebirth is spring. The forest awakens from winter,
plants sprout and bloom, animals are born.
In business the season of rebirth is marked but the beginning of a new
calendar year. Budgets for the coming year are formulated; tallies of the
previous year’s successes and failures are calculated.
As 2015 draws to a close thoughts turn to the coming New Year. There
are challenges and change that await the forest industry in 2016 (just
like any year); the as yet un-resolved issue of the Softwood Lumber
Agreement, the U.S. Department of Commerce countervailing duty on
super calendared paper, the beginning of the Trans-Paciﬁc Partnership
and continued market volatility to name a few.
However, where there is challenge there is always opportunity. Canada
has a new federal government for the ﬁrst time in nine years with this
change there is the opportunity to begin anew.
As highlighted in the WoodWORKS! Special in this issue innovation
wood construction is pushing the limits of what is thought to be possible.
Buildings are getting bigger and using more wood all over the world. In the
architecture world wood is the hot new (old) material of choice right now.
The Working Forest Education and Careers Guide (also in this issue)
highlights the opportunities for forestry graduates as they embark on
their own new beginnings. The hire rate for graduates from Canadian
post-secondary forestry programs is nearly 100 per cent. The industry is
clamoring for trained professionals, which is a positive sign because it
means there is work to be done.
The record ﬁre season of 2015 was a hot topic in the news throughout
the summer, prompting conversations of how to manage the forest for
ﬁre. Just as the forest is rejuvenated and strengthened by the destructive
force of ﬁre so too is the forest industry strengthened by the challenges
it meets and overcomes as the years go by.
Happy Holidays and best wishes for a prosperous 2016.

Comments from the web
Regarding U.S trade interests

effectively isolated themselves from future US
obstacles to free trade in Canadian Lumber.
(What) about the fact that since 2006, the - Craig Corser
US sawmilling industry has developed a
signiﬁcant level of Canadian ownership. In So I guess the “free trade” rules established
the best case scenario, this jeopardizes the under the TPP probably won’t be of much help
US coalitions’ credibility that they still truly to Canada’s forestry industry, just like how
represent the US sawmill industry. In the NAFTA screwed us over in the past. Glad to
worst case scenario, Canadian sawmilling see that “free trade” is another way of America
companies with signiﬁcant US production saying “do as I say, not as I do.”
(West Fraser, Canfor and Interior), have - J Mc

In any case, Canada’s federal government
should actively promote a more value added
approach by decreasing lumber exports
in favour of more innovative wood based
products. For instance, wood should become
a replacement for plastics and other petroleum
based products and fuels. The lumber left to
go into the US market would then be of a much
higher average value.
- Nartin Matthews
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Georjann Morriseau

T

a k e
only
what
you need,
and replace
what you have
taken”. These
are the words
I often heard
growing up.
Whether we
were hunting,
harvesting,
fishing, or
picking berries,
it was no foreign teaching to me that when I took
something from Mother Earth I should do so with
great respect. I grew up in Fort William First Nation,
a community in Northwestern Ontario. Having been
raised by my grandmother and surrounded by many
older generations, I was provided valuable teachings
about life, our history, and our intimate connection to
the land through values and practical experiences.
Growing up in a small community we were told
many stories of how hard our parents and their parents
before them worked to sustain not only their own
families, but the entire community. I recall as a child
my grandmother used to share with us her life as a
young girl riding on horseback morning to night from
her home up to the mountain and back hauling trees
for her father along with her siblings. Whether it was
logging, beach combing or hauling on horseback it was
a very real way of life; one that instilled strong values,
established an economy providing for opportunity, and
more importantly putting food on the table. Especially
during an era when opportunity was so sparse for First
Nation people. While there were many barriers, it is safe
to say that as Nations we persevered by demonstrating
our economic resilience utilizing our surrounding
resources and intimate knowledge of the land which in
turn established a strong foundation for future prosperity
and growth.
Skills, experience, and determination were passed
down through generations and with these came
generational knowledge. With our inherent connection
and experience on the land we as indigenous people
had our own traditional systems of science, ecology,
biodiversity and conservation while recognizing the

importance of balance. We knew when to harvest,
where to harvest, how to harvest and what to harvest
in responsible and sustainable manners based on our
complex systems of which were never written in any
book. These practices are still in effect today and have
only enhanced over time.
Much like today the land in the East differs from the land
in the West. It is constantly changing. For generations
we have respected the diverse protocols between
neighboring territories and how we manage lands and
resources. A common belief is that varying landscapes
are speciﬁc to the inhabitants therefore not one practice
or approach is successful for all. Cohesiveness exists
when everyone sits in the same circle as equals, this
represents balance providing everyone with an equal
voice and facilitating meaningful discussions to reach
common ground. I am of the ﬁrm belief that the only
way one could truly understand is by living, breathing
and being part of the lands in the same way the land is
a part of us all while facing systemic barriers we work
so hard to overcome.
Forestry has seen evolving trends over the course of
generations, what remains consistent is the role forestry
still plays in many First Nation communities. Much
like the past, plenty of First Nations including my own
largely depend and thrive on the forestry industry to
maintain and further strengthen economies through
various beneﬁts reﬂective of community needs. I am
conﬁdent in the autonomous processes of our First
Nations in that we can manage our natural resources in
sustainable ways and in many cases do a better job at
it. History has proven the imposition of foreign value
systems based on foreign principles from special interest
groups has not been successful; rather the contrary as it
upsets the balance necessary for wise resource use, and
disrupts community unity and vision.
As an indigenous woman and former Chief born raised
within my First Nation, I have been fortunate enough
to witness ﬁrsthand our men and women beneﬁt from
forestry and how our communities have sustainably
and responsibly managed to balance economy with
traditional lifestyles. It all stems from the teachings
passed down through generations. We must continue
to rely on these values and prevent
them from being exploited and taken out of context
to advance the needs of others which are often not
representative of our own.
Therefore, when asked if I stand up for forestry, I

We are grateful to our members, customers and
stakeholders for their continued support in 2015.

Merry Christmas and all
the best in the New Year
Save the Date: OFIA’s 2016 Annual Meeting

take all teachings and experiences into consideration
at which point the answer becomes clear. Yes I do
stand up for forestry, because it is a signiﬁcant way of
life, and a renewable resource capable of regeneration,
which in turn sustains long term economic prosperity
and promotes further growth for many First Nation
communities.
Miigwetch
Georjann Morriseau

COME GROW YOUR CAREER
WITH EACOM
EACOM has a number of opportunities
for skilled trades and professionals
with resource sector experience!
Visit www.eacom.ca for more
information today!

February 24, 2016 in Toronto
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Catalyst

They declined, indicating they did not have adequate
resources to complete that review.”
In an internal U.S. Department of Commerce memo
to James Maeder, Senior Director, Antidumping
and Countervailing Duty Operations, dated May 1,
Continued from page 1
Commerce analysts reiterated their position. “We ﬁnd
Catalyst argues the assessment is unfair since it was that it is not practicable to examine each producer,”
determined on the strength of an investigation into they said. “The Department is now faced with analyzing
eastern producers, Port Hawkesbury and Resolute, the complex structures of both Port Hawkesbury and
a review from which Catalyst was
Resolute. Given these circumstances
excluded. Moreover, the alleged
as well as our current resource
subsidies in question were not available
constraints, individual examination
to, nor applicable, to the BC company.
of more than two companies as
“Of the twelve programs that the
mandatory respondents in this
Department of Commerce determined
investigation would place greater
to be countervailable, eleven were
pressure on the Department to
speciﬁc to provinces in which Catalyst
complete it determinations under the
has no presence and ten were available
tight deadlines established by law.”
exclusively to one of the two selected
“We contest that as well,” says
respondents, Port Hawkesbury,” the
Posyniak “because they have in
company argued in its ofﬁcial rebuttal.
the past reviewed as many as four
“We were not part of the initial
companies in other countervailing
review,” continues Catalyst VP, Len Len Posyniak
duty matters. Moreover the
Posyniak. “Their investigation only
allegations against Irving and
accounted for two of the four producers
Catalyst were few in number and
in the complaint. We reached out to them. We said we’ll the review would have taken less time.”
be a supplementary respondent, if you wish, after you
Catalyst has now asked for an expedited review
complete your review of Port Hawkesbury and Resolute. which Commerce is obliged to accept within 30 days

of its ﬁling.
“We start from square one,” says Posyniak. The
company will prepare a whole new submission
(ledgers, annual reports, ﬁnancial reports and a 13-page
foreign producers questionnaire) “and whatever other
documents Commerce requires,” Posyniak continues.
A preliminary decision is expected six months after
the start of proceedings. Irving Paper has also indicated
it will seek an expedited review.
Meanwhile, the Department of Foreign Affairs,
Trade and Development will appeal the Commerce
decision before a binational NAFTA panel on behalf
of the government of Canada. Catalyst will continue
with pursuing an expedited review regardless because
“the NAFTA appeal is independent and addresses other
procedural matters,” says Popyniak.
“We would have preferred to have our information
reviewed and if it had been reviewed we’re conﬁdent
we would have been found to be not subsidized by any
level of government in any material way. Allegations
have been made, they’ve not been proven, yet we’re
paying a duty,” he says.
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Message to new government: Canadian forest industry will
help reach your economic and environmental goals
BY DAVID L INDSAY, PRESI DENT AND CEO ,
F OREST PRODUCTS ASSO CI ATI O N O F CANA D A

W

ith the federal election now behind
us, the new Prime Minister can and
must promote the economy and the
environment in the ﬁrst few weeks of his mandate.
The foundation for both future economic stability
and environmental sustainability will be laid for
decades to come based on two signiﬁcant global
initiatives — the TransPacific Partnership (TPP)
and the United Nations
Climate Change Conference
in Paris.
As the representative of
an industry that directly
supports 230,000 well
paid jobs across Canada
and is a world leader in
green, sustainable forest
practices, the Forest Products
Association of Canada David Lindsay
(FPAC) fully understands
that economic and environmental policies are
inextricably linked and cannot be viewed in
isolation.
Giving legislative approval to the TPP will give
our industry an historic opportunity to further
improve access to rapidly growing markets in the
Asia Paciﬁc region. Free trade in forest products
will help the forest sector reach its ambitious
Vision2020 goals of generating an additional $20
billion in economic activity and refreshing the
workforce with 60,000 new recruits. These are
well paying middle class jobs in communities
right across the country. However, the TPP has the
potential to do much more than that. It also gives
us the opportunity to sell our green and sustainable
forest products in more countries.
Pending an international agreement on climate
that may come out of the upcoming UN Climate

Conference, our industry is well positioned to gain
a competitive advantage by leveraging our world
leading sustainability practices. Not only will this
give us the opportunity to secure new markets, but
it also gives us the chance to develop Canada’s
reputation as a global leader on climate change.
Canada’s forest products industry is working hard
to be part of the solution to the climate challenge.
Our vast renewable forests absorb the carbon
dioxide (CO2) that causes climate change
and this role of sequestering carbon
continues in wood products. This includes
everything from car parts to green
chemicals to engineered construction
materials that can replace items with a
heavier carbon footprint such as plastics,
concrete and steel. The sector has also
reduced its dependence on fossil fuels as
pulp and paper mills have cut greenhouse
gas emissions by a remarkable 65% since
1990.
Overall, we feel that Canada’s forest
products industry is leading the world
in its green practices. For example we have more
than 160 million hectares of forests independently
certified to follow progressive social and
environmental practices (that’s 43% of the world or
four times more than any other country). Canada’s
forest sector is also well on its way to reach its
pledge to become carbon-neutral.

At the same time, we are constantly developing
new products for the growing bio-economy by
extracting more value from each and every tree
we harvest responsibly. FPAC wants to continue
working in partnership with government to
transform, innovate and produce ground-breaking
products that will allow Canada’s forest sector to
compete and be a global leader in the sustainable
resource industry.
On November 19, FPAC will host a climate change
event “on the road to Paris” at the French Embassy
in Ottawa. It will be one of the ﬁrst signiﬁcant
gatherings of industry leaders, climate scientists,
environmentalists and government ofﬁcials since
the federal election. It is our effort to continue the
dialogue on how the forest products industry can
help combat climate change while leveraging our
world leading environmental practices to secure a
prosperous future for Canadians.
Canada’s forest products industry has come a long
way over the last twenty years. As leaders both
environmentally and economically, we understand
that the two are closely intertwined as the move to
freer trade and a green low carbon economy takes
centre stage across the world. The forest sector
is now well positioned to help our country reach
its both economic and environmental goals—no
industry in Canada is more committed to growing
a greener tomorrow.
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FPInnovations improves on FPDat / FPTrak tracking platform

O

ur FPDat and FPTrak operations tracking
platform is enjoying unfailing success. Since
it was launched in 2011, over 600 FPDat units
have been sold and are used by forestry businesses
and contractors to increase the efficiency of their
operations. The platform also supports the tracking of
machines equipped with MultiDAT units. All in all,
over 800 machines are tracked in 48 forestry operations
throughout Canada.
FPInnovations is still improving its platform by adding
new functionalities and increasing its performance. In
addition, all commercial aspects (sales, parts, frontline support) are now fully managed by our distributor
network, spreading throughout Canada.
During the past year, our efforts have focused on
ﬁne-tuning the application for forestry trucks (FPDat
Transport) and graders (FPDat Grader) as well as
integrating data input from forestry equipment on-board
computers.
In the case of FPDat Transport, over 30 prototypes
are now installed all over Canada and a new lot
of 50 units is currently in production. A number
of functionalities related to
FPDat Transport application
have been added or enhanced
in FPTrak, and particularly,
the automated calculation of
cycle times and transport cycle
analysis by geozone. The team is
now focusing on improving the
report to evaluate the truck’s fuel
consumption, visualize individual
trucking cycles and separate
unloaded trips and loaded trips in
a given geozone.
As for FPDat Grader, we have
integrated a blade-mounted
vibration sensor, which helps
enhance the reports on this
application in FPTrak. At the
present time, we are completing
the development of automatic
updating of road system conditions
on the map of the FPDat unit in
the grader. The system will be
able to received roughness data
gathered by a commercial system
developed by Rival Solutions. The
data, combined with data from
FPDat units, will give an accurate
picture of road conditions on the
map; it can also be sent directly to
FPDat units in the machines. The
operator will then be able to focus
his efforts on areas requiring the
most maintenance.
We are also making advances
in processing data input from the
on-board computers of forestry
equipment. As it may be recalled,
in many CTL (short wood)
machines or roadside processors,
the heads are controlled by
computers that record detailed
data about production and work
hours. We are striving to receive
this data in FPTrak in order to use

it in various reports. Collaborative efforts in this regard
are currently under way with a number of equipment
manufacturers. Data gathered by on-board computers
follow a standard called StanForD, developed by
Skögforsk (a Swedish research institute with activities
similar to FPInnovations’
Forest Operations group), in
cooperation with the main
equipment manufacturers. The
objective consists in receiving
ﬁles generated by machines on
the ﬁeld, to report the number
of hours worked and various
production data by type of wood,
assortment, diameter and length
in FPTrak.
Finally, it is worth noting
that the platform is constantly
improving with the addition of
various functionalities, based on
customer demands. For instance,
recent developments include a

function to send forest maps to FPDat units using local
Wi-Fi and a smartphone. Other developments are also
being planned (automated reports, covered areas, etc.)
and should be completed soon.

At the forefront
of innovation
We offer innovative solutions to forest
sector companies to help improve
several aspects of their operations:
X Efficient and productive harvesting and
transportation equipment
X Innovative silviculture treatments
and operations
X Forest biomass supply chains
X Energy efficiency in forest transportation
X Value chain optimization tools
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Education the focus at Woodlot AGM
BY SARA GRADY

W

hen BC’s woodlotters gather for their
Annual General Meeting each fall, the
intention is always to exchange ideas, learn
from successes (and failures), and improve small-scale
forestry practices across the province.
This year’s AGM, hosted jointly by the Shuswap/
Okanagan and Boundary Woodlot Associations in
West Kelowna, put an even greater emphasis on
the educational component. In addition to several
informative ﬁeld tours highlighting issues speciﬁc to
the region, education was the prevailing theme of both
the Stewardship Awards and a highly successful panel
discussion.
West Kelowna Mayor Doug Findlater and Westbank
First Nations Councillor Brian Eli extended their warm
welcome to the crowd of 100+ woodlotters, who were
then shown the Woodlot Stewardship video, Education
Legacies.
The video threw a spotlight on a broad cross-section of
educational pursuits happening on woodlots around the
province, from elementary school ﬁeldtrips and youth
summer camps, to high school trades programs and
post-secondary research and work experience.
A special honour was given to one of the Federation’s
greatest education champions. Shawn Flynn was named
a Lifetime Member in recognition of his work at The
School of Commonsense, a one-of-a-kind classroom
built by students for students on Woodlot License 1479
in Port Alberni. Flynn and educator Ryan Dvorak have
blended a Ministry-approved curriculum with projectbased, hands-on learning for high school students who
don’t thrive in a traditional classroom setting.
Woodlotters took a break from the boardroom to
visit family-owned Gorman Brothers Lumber Ltd., a
sprawling operation that has survived and thrived during
economic downturns and changing market demands
since the 1950s. With an annual intake of roughly 12,000
logging-truck loads every year and over 400 employees,
it remains one of the region’s largest employers.
After visiting the mill guests took to the woods and
learned about the challenges of ﬁre mitigation on a
Westbank First Nation’s Community Forest nestled
snuggly in a densely populated urban setting. Having
already been impacted by several forest ﬁres on the
perimeter, experts at Ntityix Resources took aggressive
measures in the Rose Valley and Bear Creek regions
to reduce risk of future interface ﬁres, at considerable
expense.
Field tours on Day 2 took woodlotters back into the
forest, where they took part in detailed presentations
about soil assessment, species selection – elaborating
on a presentation made earlier in the day regarding
silviculture and climate change – the challenges of
maintaining a successful tree-planting operation,
and the history of silviculture practices in the forests
surrounding Silver Lake.
A brief stop at the scenic Silver Lake Camp included
an intriguing demonstration of new drone technology
– a drone equipped with a specialized camera capable
of assessing timber density from the treetops – which
woodlotters considered an appealing alternative for
mapping on rugged terrain.
A great deal of discussion emerged from all the
proceedings, but arguably the most engaging
conversations came from the Education Panel. After
hearing presentations from Al Kolkind (Rutland
Senior Secondary) and Martin Tooms (Charles Bloom
Secondary), who both run forestry programs, Jordan

Benner, a woodlotter and
doctoral candidate, and
Michelle Britch, a student
i n C h a r l e s B l o o m ’s
forestry program, the
Federation was inspired
to strike an Education
Committee.
This Committee hopes
to provide a conduit for
collaboration among the
many programs running
independently around the
province. By sharing their
resources and knowledge,
forestry education can
be strengthened, and
that’s great news for the
woodlot program, and the
industry as a whole.

WE CAN HELP

Toromont Cat is committed to helping you run a highly profitable, worry-free forestry operation.
With the largest inventory of powerful, reliable machines and the best service in the industry – there’s
no better partner for your company.
We’re focused on providing you with complete end-to-end support from the stump to the millyard. So
we’ve hired a dedicated Forestry Specialist to make sure you get the expertise you need – when you
need it.
Tim Evans, with over 20 years in the forestry business, has total knowledge of the equipment that
helps you get the job done and understands how important uptime and reliability is to your business.
Let us help you make your forestry operation the best it can be.
Contact Your Local Machine Sales Representative or

TIM EVANS

Toromont Cat Forestry Specialist
705-498-3300 | tevans@toromont.com | www.toromontcat.com
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hese are exciting times for wood design,
and this year was especially exciting with
Ontario adopting code changes that now
permit wood frame construction up to 6-storeys.

But midrise isn’t the only story. There were many
other exciting projects submitted this year and
we are here this evening to celebrate all of these
achievements.”
“The winning projects of this year’s
Congratulations to the Winners of the program showcase the many beneﬁts
wood construction,” says Marianne
15th Ontario Wood WORKS! Awards of
Berube, executive director of the Ontario
WoodWORKS! program. “All of these
buildings were thoughtfully created with
people in mind. It doesn’t matter if we’re
talking about a large commercial building

or a small residential addition, a performance hall
or a bar. Wood is a sustainable, innovative, costeffective building solution that can meet the needs
of many projects.”
“There are many reasons for the increased use of
wood,” explains Berube. “Wood has signiﬁcant
environmental advantages over competing
materials and, in many applications, designers
and developers are reporting signiﬁcant time
and cost savings. Prefabrication is also creating
a lot of interesting new opportunities for wood
construction, particularly in the mid-rise sector.”

Credit: Ben Rahn / A-Frame

www.wood-works.ca/ontario
ONTARIO WOOD

St. Jacobs Farmers’ Market, St. Jacobs, ON
Architecture Incorporated, Architect
Blackwell

ENVIRONMENTAL BUILDING WOOD DESIGN

Bill Fisch Forest Stewardship and Education Centre,
Stouffville, ON
DIALOG

INTERIOR WOOD DESIGN

Engineered Wood Products

Bar Raval, Toronto, ON
PARTISANS

RESIDENTIAL WOOD DESIGN

Pointe Cabin, Georgina, ON
superkül inc.

Engineer Wood Advocate
Award Winner
Moses Structural Engineers (L-R):
Mary Alexander, Eva Chau, Karen
Mesa, David Moses (all from Moses
Structural Engineers, the Award Winner), John Pineau from FPInnovations
(Award Sponsor)

MULTI-UNIT WOOD DESIGN

Windows on the Green Condominium,
Mississauga, ON
SMV Architects, Romanov and Romanov
RJC Engineering

INSTITUTIONAL/COMMERCIAL DESIGN <10 M

Toronto Public Library, Scarborough Civic Centre
Branch, Scarborough, ON
LGA Architectural Partners with Philip H. Carter
Architect + Urban Planning
Blackwell

INSTITUTIONAL/COMMERCIAL DESIGN >10 M

Gore Meadows Community Centre and Library
(Phase 1), Brampton, ON
ZAS Architects + Interiors
Halcrow Yolles

NORTHERN ONTARIO EXCELLENCE AWARD

École Ste. Marguerite Bourgeoys, Kindergarten Addition,
Kenora, ON
Nelson Architecture
Lavergne Draward and Associates

Scholarship winners
The CWC presented their
scholarship winners at the Awards
Night. In photo L-R: Michael
Giroux, President of the Canadian
Wood Council, Philipe Charest
(Laval University), Ryan Gohlich
(Carleton University), Steven
Street, Ontario Wood WORKS!

JURY’S CHOICE AWARD

Wood Champion
Award Winner

Isabel Bader Centre for Performing Arts, Kingston, ON
N45 Architecture
Halsall

ENGINEER WOOD ADVOCATE AWARD

Moses Structural Engineers, Toronto, ON

ARCHITECT WOOD ADVOCATE AWARD

Quadrangle Architects, Toronto, ON

Wood Champion Award
Mike Seiling, Director of Building, City of Kitchener;
Immediate Past President, Ontario Building Officials
Association

CAPITAL BUILD CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT CORP.
Engineered Building Systems

In photo L-R: Al MacDonald, Mayor of
North Bay and Co-MC; Max Torossi,
Ontario Wood WORKS!; Steven Street,
Ontario Wood WORKS! and Co-MC;
Mike Seiling, Director of Building, City
of Kitchener, and Immediate Past
President, Ontario Building Ofﬁcials
Association (Award Winner); John
Kozij, Director General, Natural
Resources Canada (Award Sponsor)

CARPENTERS
UNION
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Architect Wood Advocate Award
Quadrangle as Architectural Firm

It has been a big year for wood construction; many
people are promoting the use of wood. Quadrangle
Architects Limited has been an advocate of wood.
This year as the winner of the Architect Wood
Advocate Award Quadrangle increased the use of
wood in their advocacy for, and participation in
the 2015 Ontario Building Code. Before the code
Quadrangle assisted WoodWORKS! with the
illustrations for the Wood Solutions in a mid-rise
construction report (construction up to six storeys).
Quadrangle has had a lot of experience with mid-

rise construction from being involved with the
City of Toronto’s Avenues and Mid-Rise Buildings
Study. , Quadrangle was able to make connections
with the community furthermore Quadrangle was
able to create meaningful alliances with suppliers
and product manufactures.
Quadrangle did face some challenges. “Quadrangle
Architects does not shy away from a challenge and
innovation is embraced if it promises to provide a
more effective or efﬁcient way to provide a value
proposition to our clients. These taller wood

projects the ﬁrm is involved with are innovative
and complex, but in proposing prototypes for
wood construction, they are attractive to our
ideas-based, entrepreneurial clients.” stated
Marco VanderMaas with Quadrangle. There is a
long road ahead for Quadrangle they have a lot
planned for wood construction, they are hoping
to go to greater heights and move up from six
storeys.

Institutional Commercial Wood Design Award >$10 M
Gore Meadows Community Centre and Library,
Phase 1 (Brampton, ON) Architect: ZAS Architects
Engineer: Halcrow Yolles

Located on a 143-acre rural site, the new Gore
Meadows Community & Sports Centre is a
unique multiprogrammed facility containing over
300,000-square feet of amenities for the residents
of a rapidly growing multi-cultural district in
Brampton. Conceived of as the new “centre of
the community”, the facility combines sport,
ﬁtness, and library services. Phase one includes
a community centre and library. ZAS delivered
a LEED Gold design for the 34,000- square foot
library and 36,000-square foot community centre
that considers both multi-use and sustainable
design features. The central organizing element
of the building is the timber-framed promenade
that stretches along the main façade linking
the community centre and public library. The
promenade, consisting of abstracted trees
constructed of Alaskan Yellow Cedar and slender
steel members, acts as the organizing design
principle that connects and interacts with all the
amenities of both facilities

Institutional- Commercial Wood Design Award < $10 M
Toronto Public Library, Scarborough Civic Centre Branch (Scarborough, ON)
Architect: LGA Architectural Partners with Philip H. Carter Architect + Urban Planning

The Toronto Public Library in Scarborough is a
wood structure phenomena. The intricacy clearly
did not go unnoticed at this year’s WoodWorks!
Award. When asked why you think this project
won Brock James a partner with LGA Architects
stated that “I think we were able to show the
expressive potential of what is essentially a post
and beam wood building.” This building has
many stand out features, the wood construction
of this project combine with with the vertical

white surfaces of the Scarborough Civic Centre
create a revival of the south face of the district.
When asked about the interior of the building
Brock responded “It’s about the community
gathering, learning, and creating together under
these remarkable landscapes inspired riffs.” By
using black spruce on the structure, it creates a
natural and beautiful spin on the building and
adds something different to the area.
Wood for this project was chosen because it
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creates a visually stimulating setting for the
visitors. The changes in daylight throughout
the day bounces off the structure and creates an
atmosphere that visitors love. When asked why is
wood promotion so important Brock stated “You
can sense that wood was a living material; it has
a warm and joyful aura. Technically it is also a
positive choice. It is one of the most sustainable
structural systems available.”

A Working Forest Publication

Interior Wood Design Award
Bar Raval (Toronto, ON)
Architect: PARTISANS

PARTISANS were the winner of the Interior
Wood Design Award with Bar Raval it
is a whimsical project that is absolutely
captivating. “We think that any noteworthy
project needs to transport people and
move their imaginations. You always hope
your work pushes boundaries and people
emotional responses.” Stated a Partisans
representative. Features of this bar are
unlike any other the mahogany swirls in
the space and creates a very smooth ﬁnish.
The client wanted mahogany because it has
a strong statement of quality as well as the
timeless style that brings any room to life.
However, this project’s beautiful ﬁnish was
not without its challenges, this project was
technologically difﬁcult, however it did
break through a lot of barriers. Wood in
this particular case was the right choice to
use regardless of any challenges. Partisans
stated that “wood spoke to the use and
history of bars.” The wood in this project
was very important because of the fact
that it is always alive, always offering a
warm and natural theme as well as being a
renewable and natural resource with a low
carbon footprint.

Northern Ontario excellence award
Nelson Architecture
Ecole St. Margerurite Bourgeois Kindergarten Addition

The Northern communities have always been
associated with wood; strong, durable and
beautiful. This year the Northern Ontario
Excellence award has gone to Nelson Architecture
for their project, Ecole St. Margerurite Bourgeois
Kindergarten
Addition.
Structurally, this is a very
unique project, however it did
pose some challenges. “How
one can build something
“of our time” but still
acknowledge and respond to
the existing structure, ” said
David Nelson (an architect
with Nelson Architecture).
However, by looking at the
ﬁnished project, it is clear
that the problem was no
match. With glass being
incorporated a more outdoors
theme which for a school
is a good time to maintain
as well as accompanying a

style that is surly “of our time.” Additionally, to
extensive glass being used the wood used was a
full structural frame of douglas’ ﬁr glulamin
addition to, with a 1 1/2” deck of T&G ﬁr. Lastly,
Maple was used for cabinetry and doors. The
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wood used in this project is very ﬂattering on the
building, but why use wood? David answered
that question simply with “wood is a beautiful,
structurally efﬁcient and cost effective material.”

A Working Forest Publication

Ontario Wood Award
St. Jacobs Farmers’ Market (St. Jacobs, ON)
Architecture Incorporated, Architect- Brian Shantz

Wood is a timeless material to build with and this project “embodies
most aspects of wood construction,” said Brian Shantz and architect with
Architecture Incorporated. The details of this project are very impressive
from conventional wood framing, engineered wood trusses, solid sawn
timbers, solid pine boards inside and out as wall ﬁnishes the list goes
on. Not only is this a beautiful project, it is a large one (34,000 Square
feet) The wood used for this project was chosen carefully, Douglas
Fir glulam for the strength, pine exterior boards for the durability to
weather of that species of wood, spruce for framing. The CLT (cross
laminated timbers) was used in this project to gain the height needed for
the project and this created cleaner lines and a more sophisticated style.
The height did pose a challenge to create this clean theme throughout
in addition, this project was the ﬁrst of its kind in Shantz’s ofﬁce to
incorporate this speciﬁc wood structural support system.
Lastly, the St. Jacobs Farmers’ Market was designed and constructed
over 30 years ago. Designed with wood for the practicality of warmth,
however the revamping of the farmers market has been maintained in
wood to keep that same feel that the old building had, in addition it is
very important to promote the use of wood in Ontario, Canada.

Residential Wood Design Award
Pointe Cabin (Georgian, ON)
Architect: Superkül Inc.
Wood is not only beautiful, it is cost-effective. This project
completed by Superkül inc. is exactly that. It embodies the costefﬁciency of wood as well as the beauty. The project is an addition
to a log cottage this edition expands the living space by creating a
separate and adjoining suite. The structure, while being traditional
is contrasted with the new addition, however while maintaining the
wood tradition throughout the project. To capture this theme the
materials used needed to be diverse. On both inside and outside
a mixture of Cedar, White oak and spruce- pine- ﬁr no. 1&2. The
wood products were selected due to their aesthetic quality, costeffectiveness, and durability.
“Extensive use of wood on both the exterior and interior adds a sense
of warmth, and better connects the building to its surroundings.
Natural, locally-sourced, low maintenance materials are used
throughout the indoor and outdoor living areas to provide maximum
comfort.” Stated Bindya Lad, an associate with Superkül Inc.
With these uses of the wood they chose they created a beautiful,
sustainable, renewable, cost-effective and durable ﬁnal product.

Wood Champion Award
Mike Seiling, Director of Building, City of Kitchener; Immediate Past President, Ontario
Building Ofﬁcials Association

This year Wood Champion Award went to
Mike Seiling, Director of Building, of the city
of Kitchener. This year, many critical changes
have been made in The Ontario Building Code
regarding wood constriction this past year. Mike
Seiling (Director of Building, City of Kitchener)
has been involved with assisting in coordinating

mid-rise forums and educational events with a
variety of municipalities as well as other Ontario
Building Ofﬁcials Association Chapters. These
forums were based upon the signiﬁcant changes
that were made. This created an open exchange of
ideas and knowledge between the municipalities
as well as the construction and development
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industry. This open dialog will generate
conversation and inspire change in the future for
both parties. This will increase the understanding
and promote acceptance of wood construction in
many building and planning departments across
Ontario.

A Working Forest Publication
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Ontario monitors Quebec’s
The threat of the deadly tree killing
insect is contained for the time being
BY JOHN THOMSO N

O

ntario entomologists are keeping an eye
on spruce budworm outbreaks in Quebec,
afraid events in la belle province will have
repercussions for its eastern neighbour. Two large
swatches of Quebec are under attack, the first in Gaspe
from Havre-Saint Pierre to Chicoutimi and the second
along the northwestern Quebec – Ontario border.
“Quebec is the
epicentre,” says
Canada Forest Service
research scientist
Deepa Pureswaran
from her laboratory
in Quebec City.
Quebec’s current
infestation began in
1992 and escalated
in 2006 when the
outbreak climbed
f r o m 5 0 0 , 0 0 0 Taylor Scarr
defoliated hectares
to about four million
today.
Pureswaran reckons the province is in the tenth year
of a 20 to 30 year cycle. “Usually when one province
is affected, the outbreak eventually spreads to the
neighbouring provinces,” she says.
The spruce budworm attacks white spruce, red spruce,
black spruce and balsam fir, eating the tree’s needles

as well as its new buds, stunting its growth. A silk-like
webbing collects their droppings and partly chewed
needles. These turn red as they oxidize, which in
turn alerts the forest service to an area of defoliation.
Infestation results in a slow death - four to five years
for a balsam fir and five to seven for a white spruce to
start to die.
Spruce budworm is considered the scourge of the
forest because it’s so pervasive; eastern spruce budworm
and its cousin the western budworm can be found
in every boreal forest across Canada and the United
States. Normally, an infestation is kept in check by
the insect’s natural enemies, birds, wasps and spiders,
as well as various
pathogens but when
the natural balance
is disrupted and the
population explodes,
the budworm attacks
with a vengeance.
Quebec’s last major
outbreak, which
started in the 1975
and peaked in 1981,
affected 58 million
hectares and resulted
in an estimated
eco n o m i c l o s s o f
$12.5 billion. Ontario
lost approximately
18 and a half million
hectares to defoliation
at the same time.
Today, in Ontario,

PICKEN’S
SINCE 1983

www.pickensfarmequipment.com

outbreaks have occurred north of North Bay and up to
New Liskeard and in a block northeast of Chapleau and
northwest of Timmins. So far, industry says they have
yet to make a major impact.
“During the outbreaks of the late ‘70’s and early
‘80’s infestation did have an impact and there was
heavy mortality in balsam fir and white spruce. If the
latest outbreak were to grow to the same extent, our
concern may be greater but at this time, that is not the
expectation,” says Jamie Lim, President and CEO of
the Ontario Forest Industries Association.
Kevin Belanger, Vice-President of Wood Fibre
Procurement at Domtar Corporation echoes that

34, rue Nord Waterloo Quebec

1-888-529-1114
Info@pickensfarmequiment.com

FIREWOOD PROCESSORS
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spruce budworm outbreak
sentiment. Domtar’s Espanola plant, one of two in
Ontario, draws its feed stock from a nearby area infested
with spruce budworm.
“We take such a small component of balsam fir – it’s
somewhere under five percent at both Espanola and
Dryden – so it really doesn’t affect us because it’s such
a minor component of supply,” he says. The bulk of
Espanola’s feed stock consists of jack pine and black
spruce with a minimal loss of spruce to the budworm
at this location.
Nevertheless,
scientists are on
guard.
What causes an
outbreak? An over
abundance of host
trees? An absence
of predators?
Climate change?
“ We d o n ’ t
know what causes
outbreaks to start,” Jamie Lim
says Ontario
Ministry of Natural
Resources and Forests entomologist Taylor Scarr.
“Something happens that allows the budworm to
escape its natural controls. Maybe it’s something as
simple as a flight of moths coming in from another
area where the populations are really high but the
reality is, nobody knows. Spruce budworm needs
all these things to happen to have an outbreak but
something else needs to trigger it.”
Scientists have determined that one way to control
the pest is to find high value stands where the
budworm population is relatively low and spray them

A sustainable Boreal Forest is our business

General Contracting

with insecticide before the population grows. Bacillus
thuringensis, also known as Btk, attacks the digestive
system of the budworm larvae, paralyzing it so it
can`t eat. Mimic (tebufenozide) causes the developing
caterpillar to molt prematurely. The caterpillar stops
eating and dies.
“If you can identify this low density population and
you spray it before it crosses a certain threshold you
can maintain it and it won’t grow to the point where
it causes an outbreak,” says research scientist Deepa
Pureswaran.
Entomologists have other forest pest to worry about
too. The emerald ash borer is a relative newcomer,
entering Canada from Asia on wooden crates. It travels
on logs, lumber and firewood and is being controlled

through restrictions on the movement of wood
materials. The forest tent caterpillar is another defoliator
that attacks deciduous trees, affecting 683,000 hectares
in Ontario this year alone.They are major pests to be
sure but it’s the spruce budworm that poses the biggest
threat, often likened to the mountain pine beetle which
has devastated parts of Alberta and BC.
“In terms of magnitude, they’re comparable,” says
Pureswaran.
“When it gets going, it is on a scale that is far,
far greater than the mountain pine beetle,” adds
entomologist Taylor Scarr. “Spruce budworm affects
a much larger area of forest in Canada and the United
States. It is a significant tree killer.”

Contact CARDINAL
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Smart forest ﬁre management: How B.C. Wildﬁre Service uses
Operating in remote areas of the
province, beyond the reach of
traditional cellular networks, the
BC Wildﬁre Service has turned to a
portable, affordable satellite-driven
solution to drive cost savings, improve
worker safety and optimize resource
management.
BY WAYNE CARLSO N

C

onsider a few key numbers and facts: 1,838
wildfires have burned 304,767 hectares of land
to date across British Columbia in 2015. Two
hundred of those wildfires took place in the remote
coastal rainforest and burned an area of 25,107 hectares,
presenting challenges that the BC Wildfire Service
doesn’t normally face. The coast is characterized
by much larger trees than those found in the interior
creating much more fuel available to burn, which means
that fires are harder to manage and require significant
resources.
Now consider that the BC Wildfire Service has a
workforce of 1,700 firefighters and staff to protect the
province’s forests. That’s it. What’s more, over the past
10 years, the fire season has started earlier and ended
later, a trend that is expected to continue. The number of
fires, too, has been on the rise. Not surprisingly, making
the best use of resources is a critical and key challenge.
This year, to help meet that challenge, BC Wildfire
used Nupoint’s Remote Viewer™, a robust satellite
camera system to monitor modified response fires and
prescribed burns. The system uses a Globalstar 1720

satellite data modem which operates on the company’s Remote Viewer at six different wildfires over a period of
second generation satellite network to ensure reliability 188 days. The cameras captured and transmitted 1,013
and consistent communications. The camera system photos which eliminated 26 flights or just under 80
was deployed in five fire zones to remotely capture and hours of flight time and saved approximately $120,000
in flight costs.
transmit images of wildfires.
The first camera was deployed at the end of April on
A very brief and simplified explanation of wildfire
the Chopaka fire which was located on the US/Canada
management
Wildfires are classified as being either full response border between Keremeos and Osoyoos in the Penticton
or modified response. Full response fires are
characterized by the immediate threat they pose
to the working forest and local communities. The
objective is to minimize the area burned and achieve
containment as quickly as possible. Modified
response fires are typically located in remote areas
where the fire won’t negatively impact other resource
management activities and may be beneficial to
ecological processes within that landscape. A range
of different actions may be applied, from monitoring
to limited suppression on portions of the fire.
Sometimes preventative measures are taken in some
areas to reduce the undergrowth of a forest to limit
the fuel available for wildfires. The preventative
measures include prescribed burns which is a fire
purposely lit to burn the undergrowth but not affect
the larger trees.
“In the past, monitoring a remote fire meant
flying to the area in a helicopter or fixed wing plane
to allow a forest official to look at what the fire is
doing and check in on it,” says Andy Low, RPF,
Nupoint’s Remote Viewer is a robust camera
Wildfire Preparedness Officer, BC Wildfire Service.
system used by the BC Wildﬁre Service to monitor
“These flights can be costly and can increase the risk
modiﬁed response ﬁres and prescribed burns by
exposure to personnel.”
capturing and accessing images on demand over
Enter satellite-enabled remote viewing cameras
a satellite network.
This fire season, BC Wildfire deployed Nupoint’s
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satellite-based imaging to cut costs and manage resources
Fire Zone. “Prior to the camera being deployed a
three-person crew drove to the site on a daily basis to
watch the fire for a few hours, take photos and email
them back to the zone office,” says Low. “The camera
allowed the zone officers to monitor the fire remotely,
without having to send a crew to the site. This meant
those crews were available to work on other higher
priority fires elsewhere in the fire zone.”
Powered by a solar-charged panel and a battery,
the camera system can be mounted on a tripod and is
designed to withstand rain, snow, sun, and ice, over
a temperature range of -40°C to +50 °C. The system
is very rugged, draws minimal battery power, and is
simple to use. The device is programmed to take photos
at specified intervals throughout the day and night and
transmit them by email to a designated list of people.

Pictures can also be sent on demand.
“We wanted something that our crews could set up
without any specialized technical background,” says
Low. “The Nupoint Remote Viewer is an easy-to-use
robust system that can be left unattended for months at
a time. The ability to take photos at night is particularly
useful. The photos are clear and when compared to
daytime photos we can readily see if the fire is growing.
That type of information can be incredibly beneficial
to us.”
More than a camera, the remote viewer is a
communication hub
“The camera’s satellite transceiver and the ability to
transmit information, whether a photo or simple weather
data, makes it an important communication tool,” says
Low. “The fact that we can use email is a big plus.

Everybody has email. It means we don’t have to invest
in a computer program or log onto a website.”
Nupoint has integrated the Remote Viewer with Davis
Instruments’ weather stations so, if a camera is deployed
in a valley near a fire, it can also provide accurate and
timely weather information for that specific location.
The satellite connected weather stations enables the use
of local weather conditions with fire-spread modelling
software to better predict fire behavior.
“We’re also looking into using the Remote Viewer
for planning,” says Low. “For example, if we want
to do a prescribed burn in the spring, we can use the
camera to monitor the progress of the snow melt. I see
the Remote Viewer as a force multiplier. It allows us to
deploy resources where they are needed most.”
Wayne Carlson is President of Nupoint Systems Inc.,
an M2M satellite communications company based in
Vancouver, BC. He can be reached at wayne.carlson@
nupointsystems.com. For more information on the
Nupoint Remote Viewer visit www.nupointsystems.
com. For more information on Globalstar satellite data
solutions visit www.globalstar.ca/Nupointsolutionbrief

Images taken of a ﬁre located on the south end of Chilko Lake, BC. The left photo was taken on August
27th 2015 showing the scope and status of the ﬁre. The right photo was taken about one week later, on
September 4th in the same location showing that a signiﬁcant amount of snow had covered the area,
informing ﬁre operations personnel that the ﬁre had received a season ending snow event.

EACOM is now purchasing Spruce, Pine and
Fir logs for its Nairn Centre Operations.

Red Pine • White Pine • Spruce • Balsam • White Cedar
• Environmentally Controlled Forestry Thinning
• Buyers of Standing and Felled Timber
• Forestry Management Planning • Property Tax Rebates
• Now Purchasing Logs at Roadside

We offer competitive pricing for deliveries to
our Nairn Centre Sawmill or to acceptable
storage yards.

Rottne Canada Inc.

Nous sommes heureux de travailler avec
vous en français.

CONTACT MARCEL VEILLETTE

320 Killiam Dr. Moncton, NB

E1C 3S4 (506) 382-0323 Fax: (506) 382-3403
Forest Pro Equipment (ON)
519-848-2714

Tel: 705-869-4020 ext. 204
Cell: 705-690-6427
Fax: 705-869-2966
Email: marcel.veillette@eacom.ca

Agritibi R.H. Inc. (QC)
819-732-6296

RR1 Holland Centre, Ontario N0H 1R0
Rob Beirnes
Forestry Operations Manager

moggievalley@gmail.com

519-794-0018 Fx: 519-794-0019

rottnecanada@nb.aibn.com

www.rottnecanada.com
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Burls and curls: Haliburton Forest
Everyone from tree marker to lumber
grader looks for auction items
BY BRETT HANSO N

T

he uniqueness of Ontario’s Haliburton Forest is
well known. As well as being a fully integrated
stump to value added product organization,
Haliburton Forest operates recreation, tourism and
education programs year round. They also have a
freshwater submarine.
Now Haliburton Forest is passing a small piece of
that uniqueness on to you. For the past four years, on the

first Saturday in May, Haliburton Forest hosts a specialty
lumber and sawlog auction. The proceeds go to support
environmental and operations research by students from
the University of Toronto’s Faculty of forestry.
Malcolm Cockwell, General Manager with Haliburton
Forest, says the auction grew out of their sawmill
operation.
“We found our specialty inventory was building up
quite a bit, we couldn’t use it all in our value added
operations so we decided to do something fun,”
Cockwell said.
“Our Director, Peter Schleifenbaum, always encourages
us to think creatively and tap into specialty markets,”

Cockwell explained. “He suggested that we could
distribute the extra inventory to woodworkers by doing
something totally different: hosting an auction. So we
talked about it with our Sawmill Manager, decided it
was a good idea, and now we do it every year.”
At every point along the supply chain employees are
encouraged to keep an eye out for interesting things.
“At the sawmill, our lumber grader and boardway
workers know to pull any specialty stuff that they see. It
could be an individual board with a funny shape or grain.
Similarly, throughout the year our logging contractors
are incentivized to recover specialty items such as
burls,” Cockwell said. “Burls usually end up getting
left in the bush or rotting on the landing in most other
operations, but we really try to encourage the loggers
to recover as many as they can. Even our tree markers
will flag a unique burl when they come across them.”
The auction has grown considerably every year. Items
on the auction block range from special sawlogs and
burls to lumber that exhibits birds eye maple, curly
maple, tiger beech and so on. Cockwell also added
that there is plenty of conventional wood for craftsman
looking to increase their inventory.
Around a third of auction customers are full-time
professional woodworkers while the rest of bidders are
semi-professionals and hobbyists.
“The professionals tend to bid on the larger lots.
They will bring a big pickup truck and trailer and fill it
all up. The hobbyists like the auction because they can
just buy two unique boards or ten conventional boards.
It’s pretty hard to find such small quantities anywhere
else,” Cockwell said.
The nature of Haliburton Forest’s operations allows
them to capture and sort a wide variety of odd products

Timber Harvesters and
Heavy Equipment Operators
TransCanada’s network of more than
68,500 km (42,500 mi.) of pipeline taps
into virtually all major gas supply basins
in North America.
Crossing a pipeline right-of-way with
heavy equipment can damage a pipeline
and potentially put you in danger.
Please call Ontario One-Call or email
TransCanada before you cross our
pipeline right-of-way.

YOUR SAFETY IS A TOP PRIORITY
Call or email us before you cross!
Phone: 1.800.400.2255
Email: crossings@transcanada.com
It’s a free service
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lumber auction deals in uniqueness
them to capture and sort a wide variety of odd products
that often would be left behind. Cockwell says an
example of this is hollow logs.
“Typically with yellow birch you can have a log
that is completely hollow but have two inches of solid
wood around the outside. Loggers don’t want to deal
with them because they just take up space on a truck,
but at the auction we will get better value for a hollow
yellow birch log than a veneer quality log sold to a
veneer company,” Cockwell said.
“The woodworkers don’t see a rotten piece of wood,

they see opportunity to do something cool. We had
a huge hollow log last year that went for 300 or 400
dollars,” Cockwell said. “The woodworker who bought
it was going to split it in half and put in custom glass
shelves that follow the contour of the log and imbed led
lights from the other side so the log actually glows.”
As the auction grows in popularity, Cockwell says
it is evolving into more of a social event. Registered
bidders at the 2016 auction will have discounted
accommodations at base camp and a bidder’s breakfast
on the morning of the auction. Other activities on the

afternoon of auction day may include horse logging
demonstrations, tours of forestry operations, or tours
of the Haliburton Forest sawmill.
The University of Toronto’s Faculty of Forestry has
a long standing partnership with Haliburton Forest.
During the summer there can be as many as 20 full
time researchers on the property researching everything
from salamanders to sawmill efﬁciency. The proceeds
from the auction support that research and goes toward
equipment, gas and scientiﬁc measurement tools.
“I think the auction is a bit of a rarity. There are
sporadic auctions elsewhere in Ontario but in terms of
a regular specialty wood auction, we may be the only
one in Ontario. It is a challenge to put the material
together but all our sawmill staff pitch in, which helps
out. We also have an advantage because of the unique
nature of Haliburton Forest, where we manage our own
land and operate a sawmill focused on value recovery,”
Cockwell said. “Every year we have done it has doubled
in size and I expect that growth to continue for a few
more years.”

The Hailburton Forest auctions around three hundred lots of specialty lumber at its annual auction.
Lot sizes vary between full lifts of lumber and individual boards and from hollow logs to burls.

FREE SATELLITE PHONE

Resource Land Holdings, LLC is a $800MM
natural resource and real estate
private equity ﬁrm interested in acquiring
freehold timberland in excess of $10MM in Canada

KEEP YOUR
BUSINESS
CONNECTED

Call us for details!
$499 SAT PHONE

FREE
On select service plans

Interested parties can contact:
Byron Levkulich, CFA, CPA | Principal
Resource Land Holdings, LLC

720.723.2859
e. byron.levkulich@rlholdings.com

www.rlholdings.com

Manage your business from remote worksites
that are beyond cellular service. Remain
connected to co-workers, family and loved ones
without breaking the bank.

www.spectrumtelecom.ca

RLH’s afﬁliate, Canadian Timber Partners, Ltd., owns a
145,000 acre freehold timber property in Northern Ontario
RLH purchases land with no ﬁnancing contingencies

The most affordable satellite voice and
data solution for your business.

SUDBURY
705.673.6661

TIMMINS
705.268.9090

NORTH BAY
705.474.6368

THUNDER BAY
807.623.4800

KENORA
807.547.5500

SAULT STE. MARIE
705.759.0075

DAVIDSON de LAPLANTE
INSURANCE GROUP
A Division of

1-800-461-7860

WE INSURE THE NORTH!

www.davidsondelaplante.com Bonnie Gaudreau
Claude Gravel
claudeg@davidsondelaplante.com
bonnieg@davidsondelaplante.com
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Take your partners for the softwood shufﬂe
Canada needs to take steps - not wait to be asked.

he United States needs
Canadian lumber to meet their
residential construction requirements. That need
will be greater as the new housing construction market
climbs out of the lows of the last decade. Canadian
SPF lumber is preferred by US home builders for its
construction qualities such as strength, lightness and
nailability compared with the heavy and hard southern
US pine.
And yet US lumber producers continue their decadesold political battle to protect their industry from those
Northern interlopers.
Softwood lumber exports to the U.S. totaled $5.6
billion last year. They also account for thousands of
Canadian jobs. But export levels can be even higher.
In 2005, they totaled $8.4 billion.
With the expiration of the 2006 Softwood Lumber
Agreement this past October, the response has been
fairly muted mainly because of political interests being
focused on other issues on both sides of the border.In
Canada, we have a new government who have probably
not even read the old agreement yet. In the USA,
Barack Obama is obsessed with deﬁning his legacy by
handcufﬁng the world’s energy development through
climate change legislation.
This lack of interest at the Federal political level could
prove to be problematic for the Canadian softwood
lumber sector as a speedy settlement or a continuation
of the current formula appears to be the least disruptive

approach to keeping the US lumber trade moving
unimpeded.
With the exception of British Columbia who have
55% of the US softwood lumber trade, other provincial
governments seem to have little interest in getting to
the table.
B.C. Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
Minister Steve Thomson, released a statement, saying
that B.C. has asked that the federal government put
a priority on negotiating a renewed softwood lumber
managed trade agreement that provides fair access to
the U.S. market.
“B.C. prefers free trade, but if that cannot be achieved
for softwood lumber, a fair and equitable managed
trade agreement is preferable to the U.S. imposing
unwarranted duties on Canadian lumber imports,” he
said.
The response from other provincial governments
was muted with the perfunctory “we are committed to
working with the Federal government…” showing that
it is not an item very high on most Provinces’ agendas.
Make no mistake, the US lumber producers are not
waiting for governments to act. The U.S. Lumber
Coalition put out a statement when the agreement
expired saying that timber and lumber markets have
evolved “and the 2006 agreement is now outdated.”
“If Canada continues to stay away from the negotiating
table, the U.S. industry will eventually have no choice

but to use our rights under U.S. trade laws to offset the
unfair advantages provided to Canadian industry,” said
Charlie Thomas, the coalition’s chairman.The U.S.
lumber industry has already completed a domestic
consultation to assess the current regime.
The new Federal Minister responsible for the ﬁle,
International Trade Minister Chrystia Freeland, despite
not having the softwood ﬁle mentioned in her mandate,
needs to get domestic discussions going between forest
companies and bureaucrats.
If need be, there should be a legal team in place to
counter the litigious nature of our southern neighbours.
In previous iterations of the softwood lumber issue,
Canada had successfully won several legal rounds
through the NAFTA dispute resolution system only to
have the previous Federal government decide to make
a deal as a trade off for other outstanding US-Canada
negotiations. The legal route is fraught with costs and
difﬁculties but shouldn’t be ignored if necessary.
The best course would appear to be a continuation
of the current agreement. The US respects those that
stand up for themselves so Canada should be taking
the resolution of this agreement to them - not waiting
politely to be asked.
If you wait to be invited to dance you might just be
sitting out the whole party.

4201 Powell Rd. RR 1 Wallenstein, ON N0B 2S0

(519) 698 2831

www.baumansawmill.com

Looking to Hire:
Full Time Owner Operator
Cut and Skid Crew
We are looking to hire a full time cut and skid
crew for our hardwood logging operations in
Southern Ontario. Must be familiar with hardwood
logging and log bucking. We offer year round work
at competitive rates in quality hardwood stands.
Contractors must be in good standing with WSIB,
and have private liability insurance. All contractor
employees must be chainsaw certified, and skidder operators must have the cut and skid certification, as required by labour laws.
Contractors should be able to provide references
as to the quality of work they have done in the
recent past. Bauman Sawmill Inc. operates within
the careful logging guidelines to promote good
forestry practices.

Please contact:
Peter Hunt 519-777-8632
Bill Miller 705-737-6026
SERCO 300

H.J. SEARSON LTD

We work
where you work
We develop insurance solutions
specific to the forest industry of
Northern Ontario

(613) 628-2217
UNIT: GOULARD LUMBER, STURGEON FALLS, ONTARIO
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Aurora borealis at University of Northern British Columbia ﬁeld camp

BOOK NOW

Loretta Causey
Sales and Marketing
Call Loretta. She can
help you focus your
message on this tough
market.

Transportation and Communication
Biomass Edition

ADVERTISING

NURSERIES

Your Future Forests are in the
Palms of Our Hands

•Specializing in Containerized Tree Seedlings
•Multi-Year Transplanted Seedlings Available
R.R. #1 Murillo, ON P0T 2G0 Tel. (807) 935-2626
Fax (807) 935-2190 hillsgrh@tbaytel.net

LUMBER PRODUCTS
Manufacturier de
bois de sciage
Lumber Manufacturer
Tel.: (705) 753-2220
Fax.: (705) 753-4588
Sturgeon Falls, ON

g o u l a r d l u mb er @goular dlumber.c a

TRUCKS-NORTHEAST
LEWIS MOTOR SALES
(NORTH BAY) INC.
Sales Parts Service Leasing

1-800-461-1631
F 705 472 2741

19 HEWITT DR, BOX 1257
NORTH BAY, ON P1B 8K5

Call Loretta at 877-869-0588

Canada Wide Distribution

newspaper

POWDER COATING

SIGNS

BOOK THIS SPACE
FOR A YEAR
ONLY $599 + GST
FORESTRY SUPPLIES

TRUCKS - NORTHEAST

WORK BUSES

CAMBRIAN TRUCK CENTRE
Corner of Hwy 17 @ Hwy 69 Bypass

For all of your strapping needs
Steel, Plastic and Tool Repair
116 Shaver St.
Brantford, ON
N3T 5M1

AVAILABLE ALL YEAR:
Large Conventional Buses
20 Passenger Vans • Wheelchair Accessible Vans

877-536-6584

www.jemline.com

519-754-5432
Fx: 519-759-3830

sales@jemline.com

TRUCKS - NORTHEAST

“Move your workers and supplies in and out of the forest”

T 705 560 6625 F 705 560 7556

Advertise for a year for under

(866) 242-4026

WWW.CAMBRIANTRUCKS.COM

LUMBER PRODUCTS

LUMBER PRODUCTS
“WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS”

Full Service Truck Dealership

1035 FALCONBRIDGE ROAD,
SUDBURY, ON P3A 4M9

(705) 560-8661

Parts & Serivce MONDAY TO FRIDAY 7am to midnight

chris.job@firstgroup.com • 905.252.0651 • 1.800.259.8446

NICKEL CITY
INTERNATIONAL
Sales, Leasing, Rentals

Sudbury

Vehicle Sales Division • Used School Bus Sales

RR#5 Pembroke
Ontario K8A 6W6

terry@odorizzilumber.ca
www.odorizzilumber.ca

$599

Terry Odorizzi

T: (613) 732-3603

F: (613) 732-8987

Lumber Resources Inc.
We’re buying
KD & Green Hardwood Lumber
Tamarack and Aspen Lumber
Philippe LeBlanc
Quebec City , PQ

(418) 624-0038

Cell: (418) 953-3761

pleblanc@rlumber.ca
www.rlumber.ca

Call Loretta 1-877-869-0588
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KEEP YOUR
BUSINESS
CONNECTED

The most affordable satellite voice
and data solution for your business.
Manage your business from remote worksites that are beyond cellular service.
Remain connected to co-workers, family and loved ones without breaking the bank.

$499 SAT PHONE Visit Globalstar.com/twfFREE3 to take
*
advantage of the FREE SATELLITE
PHONE OFFERS.

FREE

*Limited time offer. Terms and conditions apply.
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“BE NATURALLY
RESOURCEFULL”
Choose Your Environment For Success

NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
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Learning in the
perfect setting
SFI STANDS FOR FUTURE FORESTS
There’s a simple way you can ensure healthy forests for generations
to come while supporting the people and communities in North
America who depend on them.
Choose the Sustainable Forestry Initiative® (SFI) Standard for your
working forest. The actions we take today determine the future of
our forests.
Learn more at sfiprogram.org.

GROWING
OUR FUTURE

estled in the forests surrounding
Prince George, British Columbia, the
University of Northern British Columbia
(UNBC) is an ideal setting for an education in
the natural resources.
The university’s Bachelor of Science degree
in Natural Resources Management offers
three disciplines; Outdoor Recreation and
Conservation, Wildlife and Fisheries, and Forest
Ecology and Management, which is accredited
by the Canadian Forestry Accreditation board.
All three of the majors are four year degree
programs with a full course load each year.
Kathy Lewis, Ecosystem Science and
Management Program Chair at UNBC say
that in the first year the three streams have
some overlap, they all have a basic science
and social science foundation. They also have
some introductory resource management and
field skills courses in common.
Students can take the first year to figure out
what discipline they want to focus on by talking
to students, professors and academic advisors,
Lewis said.
“At the end, especially with the wildlife and
fisheries and forest ecology course there is
some overlap at the capstone level,” Lewis
said. “We have a couple of 400 level courses for
the students where they get back together and
tackle some larger level landscape problems.”
“Our program is more focused on forest
ecology and management and a little less
on the operational side. We have a number
of courses that provide a really good forest
ecology foundation,” Lewis said. “Everything
from plant ecology to disturbance ecology, how
pathogens and insects shape the environment
and how they are being inﬂuenced by external
factors like climate change. That is one area
where we have a particular strength.
The program is not all academics and theory
either. UNBC takes full advantage of its natural
surroundings too. Lab exercises are attached
to the majority of the courses, particularly at
the second and third year level. They are out in
the field a fair bit, Lewis said.
The silviculture class uses one of UNBC’s
research forests extensively. They have
intensive lab sessions across three weekends
throughout the semester. Students are in field
for the whole day or over several days.
“Most of the time we have only a three hour
block of time for field activities. We are blessed
with our location in that we just step out the
door and we are in the forest. We have all kinds
of interesting forest health and other issues
all around us and we take advantage of that,”
Lewis said.

To order more copies of the 2013 Education & Careers Guide:
Call: 877-869-0588 or email: editor@workingforest.com
(supplies are limited)
1594724 Ontario Inc.
Box 138 STN Main,
Publication #41048506
North Bay ON P1B 8G8

editor@workingforest.com
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“In the fourth year we do a little bit more with GIS. Students
apply what they know about the biophysical parts of forestry to
the planning process using the Geographic Information System,”
Lewis said.
The Forest Ecology and Management major also has a 400 level
course called Forest Operations and Planning that is entirely taught
by industry. The students get a hands-on and very practical idea of
what it takes to be a professional forester. The course is currently
an elective, but it’s one that has proven to be very popular with
students.
Lewis added that studies show that there are more forestry
professionals leaving the field through retirement than there are
new graduates entering the workforce.
“It is a great major to go into with pretty good job opportunities
coming out,” Lewis said.
Opportunities aren’t limited to working the forest industry either.
Almost an equal number of graduates go into government as into
industry. Some graduates applied their degree to practicing forest
law and even veterinary school.
“It shows that they have the foundation in sciences and social
sciences that can help to open other doors if their interests change
down the road,” Lewis said. “The students aren’t locked into
becoming a professional forester in a narrow sense if that’s not
what they want to do in the end”
UNBC just had their Canadian Forestry Accreditation review and
were given the full six year accreditation.
“We are always paying attention to feedback both from accrediting
bodies and our students; trying to keep our classes up to date and
moving along with industry, government and public needs are for a
professional forester. I think we do a pretty good job,” Lewis said.

COME GROW YOUR CAREER
WITH EACOM
EACOM has a number of opportunities
for skilled trades and professionals
with resource sector experience!
Visit www.eacom.ca for more
information today!

We are grateful to our members, customers and
stakeholders for their continued support in 2015.

Merry Christmas and all
the best in the New Year
Save the Date: OFIA’s 2016 Annual Meeting

February 24, 2016 in Toronto

Timber Harvesters and
Heavy Equipment Operators
TransCanada’s network of more than
68,500 km (42,500 mi.) of pipeline taps
into virtually all major gas supply basins
in North America.
Crossing a pipeline right-of-way with
heavy equipment can damage a pipeline
and potentially put you in danger.
Please call Ontario One-Call or email
TransCanada before you cross our
pipeline right-of-way.

YOUR SAFETY IS A TOP PRIORITY
Call or email us before you cross!
Phone: 1.800.400.2255
Email: crossings@transcanada.com
It’s a free service
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FLEMING FORESTRY
OFFERS INDUSTRY CO-OP

Our School is Different.
Are You?
25 + career-focused programs
Active, outdoor, hands-on learning
Field schools, work placements, applied projects, paid co-ops or internships
More grads working in the environmental and natural resources sectors
than any other college in Canada

For information:
flemingcollege.ca/senrs
askus@flemingcollege.ca
866-353-6464 x 3301
Location: Lindsay, Ontario
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he forestry technician program at Fleming
College’s Frost Campus in Lindsay, Ont.
is a two year program and largest of its
type in Canada.
Part of Fleming’s School of Environmental and
Natural Resource Sciences, the first year of the
program accommodates 60 students and 90 in
the second year.
Forestry Program coordinator Gerald Guenkel
says the higher number in second year is owing
to direct transfers from other programs within
Fleming as well as from other colleges and
universities.
“We have a total of 150 students. Numbers
are staying very strong because it’s a growing
field and the opportunities for employment are
great,” Guenkel said.
Among the comprehensive course load,
Fleming offers instruction in forest ecology
and forest management using GIS. Guenkel
says forest navigation is a course that requires
every student to buy a Garmin E-Trex GPS unit
and learn how to use it. Students become very
competent in using this technology along with
maps and compasses of course.
“We have wildlife observation course in
second semester. We are well recognized for
out forestry field camp, it’s always a positive
experience where they get practical hands on
training,” Guenkel said.
Fleming College has their own greenhouse
and all Forestry Technician students grow two
hundred hardwood and two hundred softwood
seedlings. Guenkel says students learn all the
intricacies of growing trees so that when they
are out in the field and responsible for a plant
operation they understand where those trees
came from.
“Anybody coming out of the program who
wants a job can have it. It’s no secret that forest
technicians are in demand across the country.
There are more jobs than students. West Fraser
for example said they wanted fifty five forest
technicians this year alone.”
Students who are willing to travel a bit will see
the greatest opportunities but as demand for
professionals grow even students who wish to
stay in Ontario, closer to home, can find work.
The latest addition to Fleming College is a
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forestry co-op program that promises to give
students an even more competitive edge
when they enter the field.
“We will have forty positions available.
Students who sign up have a chance to
participate in a paid co-op somewhere in the
country. Forestry companies across Canada
have been very interested in participating in
the program. There are opportunities to work
with everything from conservation authorities
to private industries, large companies and
government,” Guenkel said. “It will certainly
put us on the map as far as providing
students with that ever so important on the
job experience.”
Guenkel is quick to remind that Fleming
College is not just all about class, they have
excellent facilities for students as well.
“Right next to the college is our field house
and pool. We have our hockey teams and our
timber sports team; we just recently finished
our logger sports for the season. There is a
lot for students to get involved in,” Guenkel
said.

Contact CARDINAL
the authorized MORBARK Dealer
for Eastern Canada

Buyer of Logs, Pulp and Standing Timber

FORESTRY CONTRACTOR

MODEL 3200 WOOD HOG
Call for more information!
WANTED TO BUY

• White Pine Sawlogs
• Softwood Pulp
Phone (613) 735-0796 Cell (613) 639-4100
bgjones@nrtco.net

Angliers, QC
North Bay, ON

819-949-2281
800-598-3044

www.cardinalsaw.com
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BCIT
Breeding the
Next Generation
of Forestry Leaders

MORE
THAN READY
FOREST AND NATURAL AREAS MANAGEMENT
We’re training the next generation of forest professionals
to manage our ecosystems.
Applications are now being accepted for the September
2016 intake.
Learn more.

bcit.ca/fnam

By Steve Finn, Program Head, BCIT Forest and Natural Areas Management

H

ow can we ensure that our
natural ecosystems are managed
sustainably in the future as a
significant segment of the current workforce
is poised for retirement ? It all comes down to
the effective training of our next generation
of forestry leaders and professionals.
For over 50 years, the forestry program at
the British Columbia Institute of Technology
(BCIT) has been producing quality, jobready graduates for industry. The Institute’s
unique, applied learning model breeds
students who are able to develop solutions
to real-world problems. And one of the
most powerful ways to achieve this student
success rate is to employ faculty that comes
directly from industry.
The best instructors make the material
relevant and applicable to the current job
market by keeping up with industry trends
and preparing his students to join the
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The best instructors make the
material relevant and applicable to
the current job market
- Name of Quter

working world as technologists. BCIT’s
Wayne Horvath, instructor in the Forest and
Natural Areas Management program, is
currently working on a short-term sabbatical
to explore how drones are aiding with
technological advances in the forestry
sector. His findings will then be passed
along to the benefit of future students. And
Jace Standish, pictured below, has over 40
years of industry experience – from running
his own business as a soil scientist and
terrestrial ecologist, to reporting on forest
practices policies, to conducting cuttingedge research. The knowledge instructors
like Wayne and Jace have to impart to the
next generation of forest professionals is
vital to our graduates’ success – and the
future of our natural resources.
In addition, as market needs shift, BCIT is
always quick to adapt its curriculum to stay
relevant. The BCIT Sustainable Resource
Management (SRM) program went through
a program review last year. As a result of
that review, significant changes were made
to the program, including a new name as
the Forest and Natural Areas Management
(FNAM) program. The first intake of students
started this past September, and by all
measures the program restructuring has
been a success. The applicant uptake for
the program was very quick, and FNAM was
one of the first programs at BCIT to be full.
Student demand for the program is matched
by the employer demand for graduates and
summer students, with employers lining
up to talk to our students and interviewing
starting just a few weeks into the new term.
One of the unique revisions to the program is
to let students to choose an elective stream
within the fourth term to allow some courses
within an area of interest - from a forest
engineering/forest measurements stream to
a silviculture/forest protection stream.
The future of our forests depends on the next
generation of graduates being prepared to
solve real-world challenges. And BCIT is
ensuring they get the hands-on training they
need to succeed.
For more information, check out our program
page at bcit.ca/fnam
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Controversy gives
Algonquin College
Loggers sports a
boost

F

orestry is a rugged industry. Football is a tough sport. For
Algonquin College and the Ottawa Redblacks, it’s a perfect
SERCO 300
match.
When the Redblacks began their inaugural season in the Canadian
Football League, they wanted to reflect the rich forestry heritage of the
Ottawa Valley. They already had “Big Joe”, a lumberjack, as their new
mascot, but the team also wanted to create an exciting and memorable
activity whenever the Redblacks scored. They found a way to do it
by partnering with Algonquin’s Loggersports team at the Pembroke
Waterfront Campus.
The more than 24,000 fans that pack TD Place Stadium in downtown
Ottawa for Redblacks games now know the drill. When the home team
scores a touchdown, the sound of a roaring chainsaw echoes through
the stadium as the student athletes cut a wood cookie, a celebratory
souvenir for a lucky fan. The students, dressed in red and black plaid
UNIT: GOULARD LUMBER, STURGEON FALLS, ONTARIO
jackets, are regularly featured on TSN’s coverage of the games and that
Pembroke Forestry ad_Nov2013:Layout 1 11/7/13 8:04 AM Page 1
exposure has helped promote Algonquin’s
long-standing Forestry Technician program.
“It’s a great partnership” says Algonquin’s
Manager of Community and Student Affairs,
Jamie Bramburger. “Our Forestry Technician
program has been offered for over 40
years and is very well-respected, attracting
students from across Canada. But now,
every time the TSN broadcast crew mentions
the College in its national broadcasts, it lets
even more people know
about our program. Our unique Loggersports
varsity team is just one more thing that helps
Algonquin College in the Ottawa Valley has been training forestry
us engage with students who are considering
workers for over 40 years at our Pembroke Campus. Our fast-track
a career in forestry,” adds Bramburger.
program allows students to earn their Forestry Technician Diploma
The partnership with the CFL club made
in a compressed format of just 47 weeks instead of two years.
national news at this year’s Grey Cup
game in Winnipeg, but it certainly wasn’t
program features include:
planned. When the Redblacks unexpectedly
• One-third of the classes are field trips including training in
advanced to the Canadian Football League’s
Algonquin Park
Championship, the Loggersports athletes
• Earn government and industry-recognized certifications such as
were invited to attend and perform as they
tree marking, firefighting, chainsaw operator, land management,
always do at Ottawa home games.
bear awareness, aircraft safety and night navigation
The College scrambled a few days before
the game to arrange flights, hotel rooms,
• Small class sizes with professors who are well-connected to
their signature Echo chain saws, and other
forestry industry and government employers
requirements needed for the Coach and three
• 2 weeks of professional certifications and 2 weeks of
members of the team to travel to Winnipeg,
field placement
host of the 2015 Grey Cup game. Then it
happened. Just as the team was boarding its
flight to Winnipeg, word came that the CFL
For more information about Forestry training in Pembroke, Ontario,
had ruled that the Loggersports team would
contact us at 613-735-4700, ext. 2756 or visit us at:
not be permitted to perform at the Grey Cup.
algonquincollege.com/pembroke
By the time the team had landed in Winnipeg,
social media had exploded as newsrooms

H.J. SEARSON LTD

(613) 628-2217

earn your FORESTRY DIPLOMA
in less than one year
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across the country started reporting on what
became the biggest non-football story of the
Grey Cup. It turned the Loggersports team
into national media darlings.
Everyone loves an underdog, and Canadians
rallied around the Loggersports team by vocally
displaying their displeasure with the decision to
keep their chainsaws idle. Despite the outcry,
in the end, there were no wooden cookies cut
at the big game, even though Ottawa scored
two touchdowns. Instead, the team members
celebrated touchdowns with the Redblacks
mascot, Big Joe, and in the process they
appeared in newspapers, social media,
and radio and television stations across the
country.
“Being part of the Ottawa Redblacks has
been like no other experience I’ve ever had,”
says recent Forestry Technician graduate and
Loggersports team member, Nikki Domingo,
who was among the group of students who
travelled to the Grey Cup game. “Although
some may think driving two hours to Ottawa for
every home game is inconvenient, I personally
would do it time and time again because it’s
not every day you get to watch a CFL game
at field level, let alone with a chainsaw in your
hands,” adds Domingo.
Loggersports Coach and Algonquin College
Forestry instructor, Chris Ryan, is easily the

Growth
needs
innovation.

The best instructors make the
material relevant and applicable to
the current job market
- Name of Quter
most recognized member of the team. His
towering presence and trademark sun glasses
at every REDBLACKS home game have
made him a fan favourite. “The game day
experience is amazing and being at the Grey
Cup was an incredible opportunity for our team
to become better known. It’s funny how things
worked out. Not being able to start up our
chain saws, the Grey Cup has done more for
our Loggersports team than I can remember
in my 17 years of coaching our athletes,” says
Ryan.
The Loggersports Grey Cup story will fade into
the memory banks of Canadian football fans,
just like the decision in previous years to stop
Calgary’s horse from running the sidelines
when the Stampeders scored a touchdown at
the Grey Cup.
But in the final analysis, this small controversy
helped the Algonquin College Loggersports
team and our Forestry Technician program,
become
the
best-known
collegiate
athletic team in the country. In a funny way, it
was the best thing that could have happened
to the team and it created memories that will
last a lifetime.

From harnessing
genomics For
more resilient
Forests to
technologies
that improve
harvest
operations,
Fpinnovations
is providing
the Forestry
sector with
the tools For a
more prosperous
and sustainable
Future. Join us
and experience
how our
innovation can
support your
growth.

OUR NAME IS INNOVATION
follow us

fpinnovations.ca
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AN INCREDIBLE RANGE

OF PROFESSIONALS

W

hile Ontario’s population is
increasingly urban – 86% of the
population now lives in cities
– the importance of our forests to the
social and economic well-being of our
communities has not diminished. Ontario’s
forests, which span 70 million hectares,
support more than 180,000 jobs across

the province and forest products generate
more than $10 billion every year for the
provincial economy.
Behind these impressive numbers is
an incredible range of professionals who
are charged with managing our forests, a
complex process that balances economic
growth, social needs, preserving natural
heritage,
and
the health of our
ecosystem.
As
a result of that
shift to a more
urban population,
however,
youth
are
increasingly
disconnected from
our forests, which
in
turn
means
that
less
are
considering future
careers in the field.
If Ontario’s forestry
sector is to continue
benefitting
our
communities in the

way it does currently, engaging students
and inspiring future professionals is an
important first step.
Since 2010, Forestry Connects has
worked to bridge the gap between urban
youth and forests. This program gives
high school students the opportunity to
visit forestry dependent communities for a
behind the scenes look at Ontario’s forestry
industry. This year, we were fortunate to
expand the program and highlight forestry
in two communities, Algonquin Park and
Renfrew County.
This year, the program kicked off on
September 23rd in Renfrew County, where
35 students spent three days learning
first-hand about the manufacturing of
forest products from professionals.
A second edition of the program took
place in Algonquin Park in October. At
both locations, students participated
in tours, workshops, demonstrations,
and discussions with biologists, forest
managers, conservation professionals,
mill managers, policy makers, and
manufacturers. Students gained insight
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Northern Ontario
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into how these different fields work
together to ensure that the integrity of our
forests is protected throughout the process
of creating the products we use every day.
“Forestry is often thought of in a very
narrow sense,” said Rob Keen, Forests
Ontario CEO. “The images of forestry that
we’re used to seeing typically involve the
removal and harvesting of trees. What we
hope to do with Forestry Connects is to
put these images in context. Connecting
students to the forestry sector allows
them to see that trees are removed using
systems that limit how many trees can be
harvested and ensure that wildlife habitat,
forest structure, and biodiversity are not
disrupted. They also get to see how forest
products are developed and the role
this industry plays in growing Ontario’s
economy.”
Forestry Connects is a program focused
on bridging that gap between our forests
and our youth. Many partiacipants and
teachers describe the experience as “eye
opening” and one that radically changes
their perceptions of forestry. According to
one student, “…the program meant a 360
spin on my opinion of Ontario’s logging and
forestry industry. It also meant a beautiful
escape into nature.” A program sponsor
also reiterated the need for connecting
youth to forests, stating, “With the urban
and rural disconnect growing every year,
youth need a way to learn about the forest
industry and its importance to not only local
economies, but Ontario as a whole. This
program allows for youth to experience
the industry and the perseverance and
passion people working in it have for forest
sustainability.”
Ontario’s forestry sector and industry
are around us every day. It’s in the clean
air we breathe and water we drink and

in the countless local wood products we
use every day. Just as we rely on our
forests, our forests have always relied
on us. Inspiring and engaging the next
generation of forestry professionals,
especially in an increasingly urban
population, is crucial to ensuring that our
communities continue to benefit from this
important resource. Forests Ontario looks
forward to continuing to bridge the gap by

delivering and expanding programs like
Forestry Connects.
For more information on how you can
be a part of Forestry Connects or support
the program, please contact Jessica
Kaknevicius, Forests Ontario’s Education
Programs Manager, at 1-877-646-1193
ext. 226 or
jkaknevicius@forestsontario.ca.

Get involved.
Peterborough, Ontario. July, 2016

envirothon@forestsontario.ca
www.forestsontario.ca
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EACOM Timber Corporation is committed to investing in strong assets, including
healthy forests, advanced technology and talented people.
At EACOM we sustainably manage and transform forest resources into
high quality wood products, creating exceptional value for our customers,
shareholders, suppliers, employees and communities. We do so by engaging
and collaborating with our employees and partners to drive safety and continuous
improvement so that we can be better at what we do every single day.
Do you excel in problem-solving? Have a passion for wood and the environment?
Love working with industrial machines or with customers to deliver products
tailored to their needs? We have a number of available positions at our sites in
Ontario and Quebec. Learn more today.

